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Candidate Style Answers 

 GCSE Persian 
 OCR GCSE in Persian: J735 

 Unit: A824 (Writing) 

 
 
These candidate style answers are designed to accompany the OCR GCSE Persian 
specification for teaching from September 2009. 
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GCSE Persian 

A824 (Writing) 

OCR has produced these candidate style answers to support teachers in interpreting the 
assessment criteria for the new GSCE specifications and to bridge the gap between new 
specification release and availability of exemplar candidate work.  
 
This content has been produced by senior OCR examiners, with the support of the Qualification 
Manager, to illustrate how the sample assessment questions might be answered and provide some 
commentary on what factors contribute to an overall grading. The candidate style answers are not 
written in a way that is intended to replicate student work but to demonstrate what a “good” or 
“excellent” response might include, supported by examiner commentary and conclusions. 
 
As these responses have not been through full moderation and do not replicate student work, they 
have not been graded and are instead, banded “medium” or “high” to give an indication of the level 
of each response.  
 
Please note that this resource is provided for advice and guidance only and does not in any way 
constitute an indication of grade boundaries or endorsed answers.  
 

Question 4 Travel and the wider world 

Your school website aims to celebrate the different cultures represented in the school. 
You have been asked to write about ‘The most important day of the year’. 

You should: 
   (a) give factual information and explain ideas and points of view (your own or those of others); 

   (b) use a variety of vocabulary, different types of sentences and different verb tenses. 

Candidate style answer Examiner’s commentary 

  
KLHMدH< Iل . CDE FEان ه?<=. >;م) ١(

دارم و NU HVر و HEدرم در CRب NOPن 
WE WXNLز =OZ. از [\U لH< ]OU ^V _`دKL 

اC\fًا . ا`Cان V^ اH>?cdLن CbHDEت CZد`=
^gه hاCV رمNU  HE h^EHLرiX  W?\cdLا h

jkCX =ه hHرهlmZ Cd`د ^V Cn< Ho 
 CVاFqgE h ا>lM Co .jد اروH<p W`HUن
V r\st HgMHEا ،NMH  ^V زlOه FE

^EHLرiX WLاC`ا h  Wq`دKL سH?wا C>m\V ام
WE =OZ . ^V اCE ^Z NMHV x\Pد F`ا ^V N`HM

WE =هHXد زادH`  شlf اتCzHf ازد وNLا
WZدlZ WE INLز FE ام را در NOZ . CdE

High level answer 

(1) 
Communication: 

 In the first paragraph, this 16-year-old candidate 
gives some factual information about herself and 
her family. She refers to their emigration from Iran 
to England 5 years ago, and their recent 
acquisition of British passports. Then, she 
poignantly (and symbolically) mentions her 
warmer sentiments for her Iranian passport, 
perhaps because it reminds her of pleasant 
childhood memories. She further justifies her 
feeling by comparing the lively celebrations of 
Iranian New Year inside Iran with a ‘spartan’ 
version held here in her lonesome London home, 
away from relatives. 
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WE  دlM ر وlMhدHMFmb  Hو ه N`و د 
hHهN`زدHV  طHmLCUhروزlLانC`را  ا  HV

ICn<  hتl< nر هlZوj  در F\<
�U ^�lZ دCZ ^?`H�E نNOP hHه!  
  
  

  
)٢ (F`وردCk ان، روز اولC`در ا)  ^Z

 HV j<ا �VH�E rcRرس٢١اHE IHE ( و HE 
^\�V  رگ وKVرNU نN`د ^V انNLوHm`lf h

WE =XرKVدرHE =\>kر .^gt  ،Hهlgt ،Hه
^PHf Hه،W`ن   داHmLاC?U ان وC>fو د Hه

WE Wdgه NLNEp.  Fo IHsOU ودNw نNM �gb
از اx\EHk hH�t در `_ Hb ه\Hsن 
^�V صl�f ^V ،^gرا در ه W�\st Hه، 

WE دHs`ا j<د W>و� Hً�l��E ،دCZ 
 رCo jkهV H^ داHm�\b xfن Ckو KV WEرگ

هlL hH و l�LHoردI را C\Vون  Ho ا>HOqس
 .CoONهNV hN\t Hه  و H\VLN_�lZ ^Vور

^`Nه Hً��M [><را  ^V را hN�L h hدوHZ
WE �\bCo IدHEp =ده HV نl� نp ^Z ^� Cه 

WE =اهl�V مC�V =Lاlo.  
  
)٣ (INEp نH>?cdLا ^V ^Z W>از و�  ^L =`ا

^>kCX hN\t  =LHd>?V ام وlا� �Lر ^L ام و
IN`ام را د . j�<HOE ^V درمHE ر وNU W>w
 CVا`= ، hHb ^V ا`lU ^qOل NVهlL،NOروز

WE ^`Nه  �OهCk C\��o j�o N`HM ^Z ،NLCf
^�EHb  hNMHV نHVK\E.  

  
  
  
  
  
  
�روز و ����) �( �� ��� �داب و  �� 

� ��� ��د ��ز��ا اول "�ورد�� ر!�م �ن �
�  روز !�ل ��ا� ه(�)���  �'& �� %$�ان
�ن�از ��زه�� �/ه.,، -��, و  ،ا��ا

, %.�ر �,��ن  ز��� و ��0وان اد$�

Quality of Language: 

She begins with simple, one-verb sentences. 
Then she confidently moves on to more complex 
structures (present and past tenses, comparative 
adjective, subjunctive, different clause types) and 
idioms, crowned with a rhetorical question at the 
end, which also displays her knowledge of  
relevant specialised vocabulary. She also uses an 
array of alliterations for added aesthetic effect. 
 

(2) 
Communication: 

Here, she reminisces about what used to happen 
at Iranian New Year’s Day celebration (21st 
March), when the entire extended family gathered 
in her grandparents’ home. She particularly refers 
to the tradition of older people giving ‘cash gifts’ to 
younger ones. She expresses her preference for 
such cash bonuses and justifies it by saying that 
she can use them to buy whatever she likes. 
 

Quality of Language: 

She adds a further tense (past habitual) and more 
clause types with longer embeddings. She uses 
more specialised vocabulary referring to members 
of extended family. It is noteworthy that she tries 
to avoid using the same word twice; she uses a 
synonym instead, e.g. gift and present. 

 
 

 
(3) 
Communication: 

She further describes the situation from her own 
angle, with a mild grumble about not having 
received such ‘cash bonuses’ nor even seen the 
sight of any relatives since their move to England. 
For added dramatisation of her ‘plight’, she makes 
an implicit criticism of her own parents for buying 
her New Year’s presents (instead of giving her 
their traditional cash gifts). She adds that this may 
have been influenced by the host (i.e. British) 
culture. 
Quality of Language: 

She adds one more tense to her repertoire, i.e. 
the Present Perfect. 
 

(4) 
Communication: 

Here she addresses the question set by the 
examiner more directly by saying that Iranian New 
Year’s Day is the most important day for all 
Iranians because it is a unifying factor for all 
people in Iran regardless of their religious, ethnic 
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�5�ن و ه�� ، ا4%�� -�م�1�23�5 
)�62���2�وت در ا��ان ن ز��ن� �� را �� ه

8� ,� ���0 �9�  .ده� د
  
  
  

  
�ر� از ��دم ) ;(�<� =� ���2�در ��

���,، و@�د @�ا�? �2$�ع از !�ا!� 
 ��ن را در ا�� �B�ر، A(2, ارز�($'@

,� ,C�( $$�� .,$�D �� �ه� و  ه(�ن 5�
���،  ه� ا%��د E�د را �5ا�, �, ه$دار

 &�C� ن���ا��ا��2��روز �� ���� =� 
, را �2!����9� �B@ F'@ ه& در �( �

�ل C2 ,"�ه$9ا�� ���اث �=رگ ��� و ا
 I$و ه& "�ه �$��� J��ن ����B�ا�� "�ز

,$K ن را�� ���, �B�ر ��=��ز! �(.  
(357 words)  

or linguistic backgrounds.  
 

Quality of Language: 

She uses an even more complex structure with 
great accuracy. In fact the entire paragraph 
consists of a single sentence. This may be 
frowned upon by some linguists, but if it is done 
with sufficient accuracy and clarity, it should be 
acceptable. 

 
(5) 
Communication: 

In this last paragraph, she broadens the lens. She 
refers to the variety of world cultures being 
represented in Britain, celebrating their respective 
important days of the year, which is appreciated 
by many natives. She concludes by stating that 
Iranians, too, should celebrate their New Year’s 
Day, with two clear objectives: to preserve and 
pass on this great cultural heritage to their 
children; and further to enrich the native culture of 
their host country. 
 
Quality of Language: 

More impressive vocabulary and structures are 
used here. 

Concluding remarks: 
 

Communication 

Most parts of the essay are directly or indirectly relevant to the topic. Where she appears to be 
digressing, as in paragraph (1), she is attempting to create a context and approach the topic 
from an appropriate ‘launching pad’. Obviously, she has chosen to focus on certain aspects of 
Iranian New Year’s celebration. The information she has provided in this respect is clearly 
expressed, and the ideas she has developed are adequately justified. 
 

Quality of Language 

She confidently and accurately uses a wide range of vocabulary and structures. She scores 
quite highly in ‘type-token ratio’, as shown below. This is, in part, thanks to her obvious attempt 
to use a variety of synonyms, thus avoiding repetition of the same lexical item. 

 

Unique words = 219 

Total words = 375 

Type-token ratio: 219 x 100 ÷ 375 = 58% 
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Question 4 Travel and the wider world 

Your school website aims to celebrate the different cultures represented in the school. 

You have been asked to write about ‘The most important day of the year’. 
You should: 

   (a) give factual information and explain ideas and points of view (your own or those of others); 
   (b) use a variety of vocabulary, different types of sentences and different verb tenses. 

Candidate style answer Examiner’s commentary 

  
)١ (F!ه>2&. ا!& �� %�, ا �M�! Jد=�� .

,� ,5��ن ز$M درم در�. �$�& �� و 0�ر و �
� ا��ا, ه>�2&، ا�� �� در ا��ان �� �

&2"��9>2�ن . ��ر!� �ر!� را در ا�
  .��وع ��دم

  
  
  

  

�� روز !�ل ��ا� �� روز اول  �'&) ٢(�(
 �� ���A$, اول "�ورد ،F!ا ,�ل ا��ا!

 ��E, دو!F �� ا�� روز را.  ��رس٢١
� %�ض  ���2B از ه� �D= از ��PM. دارم

,� &��E ل��ن !� ��� . �ه(��6$ !�ل 
��9  ��وع �,���د، �� و 0�ر و ��درم ه(

��!�& و !�ل � را �� ه& ).��8  را �,
,� &���5.  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
)٣ (,��E �� ��ه�� د��9 ا�� روز  �� 

��  :ه� ه>$2� ا
-  ,� ��س .M &��0.  
-  �  .��5م درم %��� �,از 0�ر و �
-  ,� U���ه��  رو�& و �� �� ��V �� �$=ل "

�ز� �, �ن� �  .�$& ه
�$,، �@�U و K/اه�� E�ش  -���  J=�

  .E�رم �,
  

Medium level answer 

(1) 
Communication: 

In the first paragraph, this 16-year-old candidate 
gives factual information about himself and his 
family, who live in London. He was born in Iran, 
but went to school in England. 
 

Quality of Language: 

He uses basic vocabulary and sentence 
structures – simple present and past tenses. 

 
(2) 
Communication: 

Unlike the High level candidate, he gets to the 
point straight away without any attempt at 
‘contextualisation’. He, too, identifies the first day 
of Iranian New Year (21st March) as the most 
import day of the year. In a slightly fragmented / 
incoherent way, he appears to be trying to justify 
this by saying that his favourite moment is when 
the year changes, upon which all members of the 
family exchange kisses and New Year’s 
greetings. 
 
Quality of Language: 

Only one complex sentence is used at the end of 
the paragraph. Use of a few conjunctions or 
coherence devices would have reduced 
fragmentation and increased coherence – 
particularly with the middle two sentences. 

 
(3) 
Communication: 

He further justifies his preference for this ‘day’ by 
listing some of the other good points: wearing new 
clothes, getting ‘cash gifts’ from his parents, 
visiting relatives and playing with their children, 
eating sweets, nuts and delicious food. 

 
Quality of Language: 

Basic vocabulary and structures. Only one 
compound sentence used. 
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)� (J��! ،�9��XM د@ =�D 8�  Fه� �
F!درم �,. !�� ا�� ���5" : ,� ا��ا�

� "�ا��ش �$�&��.�� ." ه>�2& و ا�� را 
U�Mرا  ه(�� د J��! ��در!F ه� !�ل ا

,� �$� �B�)و ه ,� ,A! ��E ��ن را  �$�
��E UZ� &ه �$� F!ان در��  .ه�� ا

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
0�رم �,) ;( ���روز E�ب ": 5� �B@

U���� ا-U  و دو!2�نا!D F�ن ا"�اد "� 
8 ��ر� ,M���9 را �,ه( !� �$$��!"  �� ��

&C"رم ��ا��ن "���U و . ا�� ��ف 0$M در ��
��د دار�& ا�� �4A, از دو!F و ��$� ز

8 ��ر �, �ن� ,M�! ]C" را �ا�5 . ��$�& ه
�روز �� �ن%���ه� را از ا�� ه&   .�د، �

&� ,� �( &���  words) (229! د

(4) 
Communication: 

He provides one more justification for his 
preferred day, i.e. the ceremonial New Year’s 
Table laid by his mother every year. He finds this 
interesting and gives his mother’s reason for 
doing this ritual every year.  
 
Quality of Language: 

He uses direct speech quoting his mother’s 
opinion. He finishes this paragraph with a 
compound sentence. He uses one specialised 
lexical item, i.e. the ceremonial New Year’s Table. 
He uses the same verb (‘to make’) twice in the 
same sentence. He makes good use of the 
subjunctive in two sentences. 

 
(5) 
Communication: 

He expresses agreement with his father’s view 
regarding the socialisation aspect of the New 
Year’s celebration – family and friends see each 
other at least once a year! 
 
Quality of Language: 

Again, he uses direct speech to quote his father’s 
viewpoint. Within the quotes, he uses a complex 
sentence. He also uses one compound sentence 
and, commendably, a conditional sentence. 

Concluding remarks: 

 

Communication 

The candidate has responded adequately to the task. He has expressed his own opinion and 
those of others in support of his preferred day of the year. Unlike the High Level candidate, who 
focuses on one or two aspects of the New Year’s Day and delves deeper into them, the Medium 
Level candidate covers more aspects but on a sketchier basis. 
 

Quality of Language 

He uses a limited range of vocabulary and structures. Compared to the High Level candidate, he 
scores a significantly lower ‘type-token ratio’, as shown below. This is, in part, due to frequent 
repetition of certain lexical items. Furthermore, he seems to prefer ‘direct speech’ to ‘reported 
speech’, probably because the former is more straightforward and requires less grammatical / 
structural manipulation. He has used only two complex sentences in the entire essay. 
 

Unique words = 113 

Total words = 229 

Type-token ratio: 113 x 100 ÷ 229 = 49% 

 

 

 


